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Marketing—as a social discipline that outlines cultural traits—implies a series of new social players in constant change who affix new concepts to the construction of the culture of consumption, its evolution, and behavior.

Understanding this and reaching an improved and complete holistic vision of the factors that affect consumers’ purchase decisions (Rehman, 2017) and their influence on marketing as a social phenomenon results in a field that has been and must be explored from the outskirts in scientific papers, such as the structured review “Consumer culture theory: Development, critique, application and prospects” by Arnould, Press, Salminen, & Tillotson (2019) who validate the need to research and disseminate findings in this area of knowledge in a book that provides a rigorous literature update due to the fact that it proposes interesting journeys through different approaches in order to understand consumption culture’s studies.

Based on that exploration, the work herein examines trends in studies of interest identifying relevant theoretical concepts to understand this phenomenon, as follows: 1. Consumer buying behavior, aimed at improving understanding of consumers’ behavioral intentions and explaining the way in which the purchase intention is formed, as well as analyzing decision-making processes regarding a tangible and intangible product; 2. Market segments, with its corresponding segmentation tools to visualize demographic, lifestyle, and behavioral traits depending on geographical areas of residence; 3. Cross-cultural, as a meaningful predictor of the perceived social usefulness between market variables and its co-creation and crowdsourcing activities; 4. Emerging markets, which explores strategic orientation of the market according to characteristics of quick growth and industrialization. 5. Mobile/online shopping, an inquiry into the behavior of purchase decisions based on channels or digital media positioning. Finally, and prominently, some elements of Ethical consumption are formulated, from which arises a concerning lack of meaningful relationship between well-being evaluative scales and ethics and sustainability dimensions that integrate consumption practices.

4. Kimixay et al. (2019)
This collaborative publishing project was built following those trends; it embraced the participation of diverse international authors, whose perception, rationale and research development helped signify the interest and need for an in-depth approach in consumer cultural studies to provide perspectives to tackle the market’s influence over popular culture, its diverse identity resources and intersections between influential analytical categories, such as surroundings, organizations and circulation and distribution of tangible and intangible products.

From a mixed methodology, the book highlights five important development areas: neuromarketing and nano marketing, research on sensory marketing, social networks and Internet analysis, ethnographies and different forms of interactive interviews. In their execution, all of the above share different quantitative techniques of different segmentation models such as The Values, Attitudes and Lifestyles (VALS) (Jeong, Yoo, & Heo, 2011; Sirtautiene & Sirtautas, 2009; Steenkamp & Ter Hofstede, 2002) or Claritas typology (Brenes & Hernandez Rivero, 2018; Fernandez-Hernandez, Leon, Aranà, & Diaz-Pere, 2016); and in terms of qualitative techniques, they determine relationships between consumers’ knowledge and purchase habits, associated through: sensory and neurological conditions, social network strategies and specific phenomena (Simpson, Bretherton, & Vere, 2012) that lead to the configuration of a scientific anthropo-marketing, which gives us an in-depth analysis of data and interpretations on possible predictions for assertive decision-making.

The development of this publication adds diverse components that lay out the possibility of analyzing consumers’ cultural phenomenon, from: understanding of the variables that intervene in the purchase decision-making process from several geographic locations, even when the market is subject to globalized rationales; reviewing local phenomena from intercultural contexts that sketch behaviors associated with the consumer; consumption of luxury items and the argumentation towards its selection; to the emerging collective -and individual- axiology of the market, which exceeds the interests to build a map of commercial factors that operate on an offline, while adapting to the continuous changes in consumers’ behavior and personality traits.

This work introduces a comparison between different marketing strategies and what it takes to increase the intention of sustainable purchases, cognitive styles of concentrations, cultural norms and market forces between unique and distant societies with implications that -mainly- respond to the brand, supported by the influence of surroundings, emotions, acknowledgement and self-esteem. With the understanding that even when they are related to purchasing power and cognitive processing styles -in function of the change of self-concept induced by auto-perceptive manipulation- may affect decisions at the moment of the purchase or consumption.
Finally, “Cultural Studies of the Consumer” goes deep into the commercial factors that operate in the network and that are constantly updated to respond to meaningful user experiences, invigorating information search processes and agile, easy and assertive purchase opportunities and choices.
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